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Distinctive Style

The wind, rain, and cold, really challenge your house,
windows, and doors. The solar effects of the sun are
the difference between harsh or comfortable climates
on an environment. The Aurora awning window for
replacement ensures that you can view the most
severe weather from the comfortable setting of your
home.

The Aurora is the current, beautifully designed
aesthetic series from RJT Industies. With contour lines 
and sculpted millwork features, the Aurora window will 
give your home an elegant, distinctively fresh look.

Beyond style, this fully welded vinyl window offers the
most technologically advanced design and thermal
performance in the window industry. The state-of-the 
art materials and precision engineering ensures you a
quiet, secure environment with unsurpassed efficiency
that lowers the cost of comfort year round.

And best of all, the Aurora Window is an Earthwise
Window. Earthwise Windows are guaranteed to last a
lifetime and will improve the comfort and appearance
of your home. So make the intelligent choice in
windows. Be Window Wise, choose a window by
Earthwise.

Superior Design

Trim narrow sashes mean more glass. More glass
provides abundant natural light to reduce the need for
costly artificial lighting.

The superior sealed mainframe provides proper 
water drainage while eliminating wind and water 
penetration.

Heavy-duty hardware lets you open the window
with ease and securely close it to give a weather-tight
seal.

The operating handle folds out of the way when not in
use. The multi-point locks assure proper closing every
time.

Fusion-welded sash and mainframe provide strength
and integrity to the smooth, tight frame components.
Maintenance-free vinyl construction provides lasting
beauty, minimal cleaning, and thermal performance.

Each operating sash cranks out at the bottom to
provide sufficient ventilation and ease of cleaning.

The interior mounted full screen provides insect
protection and can easily be removed.

Insulated glass with 3/4” Super Spacer structural foam
spacer maximizes thermal efficiency and reduces
condensation.

AGC Comfort Select 36 Low E, argon gas fill, foam
filled components, GBG (grids between the glass)
are available.

Corporate Offices & Factory Location
14893 Persistence Drive

Woodbridge, Virginia 22191
703-643-1510

A new spin on the classics
Open yourself to a different view.

The perfect addition to both traditional and 
contemporary homes, our casement and awning 
windows offer unlimited design versatility and 
unmatched thermal and structural performance.

NFRC Ratings for Earthwise Aurora Awning
Glass Package U Value SHGC
Comfort Select 36 Low E/Argon/Foam .27 .28

Comfort Select 36 Low E .30 .28
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